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Introduction
The City of Lake Stevens (the City) is exploring options to centralize and consolidate municipal
services including the Lake Stevens City Hall, Sewer District and Sno-Isle Library in Lake Stevens
(the Library) into one consolidated Civic Center campus adjacent to transportation lines and easily
accessible to the City Center. Currently, these City services are in undersized, portable and/or
temporary buildings. The key objectives of a new Lake Stevens Civic Center are to provide efficient
and financially sustainable public facilities that may reduce costs by sharing common building
spaces and infrastructure between agencies, deliver municipal and community services effectively
to the residents of Lake Stevens, and maintain a strong community identity.
This Space Needs Report for a new Lake Stevens Library as part of the Sno-Isle Library System
focuses on identifying spaces that respond to the needs of the community and establishing the
appropriate size of these spaces considering functional requirements and cost minimization.
Internal to Sno-Isle Libraries, we interviewed Sno-Isle Directors, Sno-Isle District District Manager
and Lake Stevens Library Manager. However, a main focus of this conceptual phase of work was to
conduct rigorous public outreach to solicit community input. Public comment was solicited through a
public survey released in conjunction with the City of Lake Stevens in December 2020, and two
well-attended Sno-Isle hosted, virtual public meetings to discuss the resident’s needs for the future
library in February 2021. The virtual public meetings focused on gaining input from the community
on the role a new library could provide in the community, and spaces or programs that would inspire
them to come to the Sno-Isle Library in Lake Stevens.
The intent of this report is to provide a space needs recommendation that can be used by Sno-Isle
Libraries whether or not a new Lake Stevens Library is built as part of a future Lake Stevens Civic
Center or as a standalone building.
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Public Input
In order to best understand the needs of the community and gather input on spaces and services
for the potential new Lake Stevens Library, we conducted two virtual public open houses and
several focused interviews with many external stakeholders including:
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅

Washington State Representatives April Berg and John Lovick
Lake Stevens Mayor Brett Gailey
Snohomish County Councilmembers Sam Low
Lake Stevens City Councilmember Mary Dickinson
Lake Stevens school district administrators and educators
Sno-Isle Board of Trustees
Lake Stevens Library board members
Friends of the Library Board members
Community Foundation of Snohomish County CEO Karri Matau

The feedback from the public and the external stakeholders for the potential new Sno-Isle Library in
Lake Stevens fell into 8 common categories:
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅

An equity-driven community resource center and central hub for all ages.
Diverse community involvement is key for a stronger and more viable project.
Given the geographic challenge of the city of Lake Stevens being built around a lake, the
new library location is seen as central to the city and near the quick growing communities.
A strong desire to include outside services and spaces.
Strong support for children’s early learning space.
Enthusiasm for all library spaces to have multiple uses and be highly flexible so they can
easily expand and shrink as needed for programs and events.
An inspiring wish list of spaces and programs.
Easy access to pick up and drop off of materials.

Below is a list of comments for each category by the public and external stakeholders that were
mentioned most frequently. A complete set of notes for each public meeting are provided in the
appendix.
Community resource center:
- access to resources for diverse community groups, equity driven
- free community meeting and gathering spaces
- a future looking community library
- a community center where people can come together and interact
- diversity is represented in staff and art work
- libraries even the playing field
- vibrant space for community gathering
- important for library to retain its individual identity
- a hub for all ages
- a central hub for gathering, working, sharing, and learning via access to the outstanding
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Sno-Isle selection of books and other materials
- guaranteeing services for all regardless of income or background
- a safe place for school age kids
- a safe welcoming place where any member of the community can go
- centralized place of collaboration, celebration, to experience shared exposure to new cultures,
art, and education
- the space that holds the heart of the community
- a place where I feel like I belong
- a welcoming space and a place with casual community meeting spaces where we can interact
with members of society that we don't often mix with - the elderly, people from different
socioeconomic statuses
Community Involvement:
- everyone is involved and the community is coming together to help
- a whole bunch of people, the community is engaged in the process
- “one community around the lake”
- a multi-partnered project
- an opportunity to reach out to stakeholders and partner with other community organizations.
We lower the cost by having community partnerships and taking the time to build coalitions with
the KIAWANIS, Allies for BIPOC, student groups, businesses, and seniors.
- to think beyond the traditional model of fundraising and build coalitions and partnerships to
share costs
- a lot of different community groups coming together in support of a library
- people understand the library is more than just a place to pick up books. Our community
knows all of the things that Sno-Isle can offer and does to make a better place.
Accessibility (location): challenge of community built around a lake
- new location is central to the city with quick growing communities
- being in a location that students are able to get to
- easy to get in and out of while doing other activities around town
- transit is nearby
- walkable, bike access

Outside services and events:
- learn and play spaces for kids
- small amphitheater for music/concerts, plays, large library events and movies
- community garden
- all weather gathering space
- a park, open space
- a covered area outside might be helpful in winter
Strong children’s component:
- early learning resource for the community
- community has a higher child per capita than in adjacent communities
- child and family friendly
- diversity of programs and activities for children
- an imaginative play area for children
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Flexible and Multi-Use spaces:
- creative indoor and outdoor space planning so large events can flow out of the building
- multi-purpose everything
- modular furniture
- spaces that can evolve
- spaces that can easily expand and shrink
- mobile stacks where needed to expand or open up space
- doing more with less
Inspiring spaces/programs:
- small business start-ups
- creative ‘makers’ space designed to be able to get messy and dirty without a fine
- paint parties
- after school hang out for kids
- senior resources
- wifi/internet resource
- plenty of browseable and good selection of books, dynamic space to display books
- digital resources
- activities for teenagers
- new author and lecture series, these could also be virtual events
- includes a small café inside
- fireplace and lots of comfy seating
- kitchen—farm to table cooking and art events
- dedicated quiet spaces
- space for hosting classes, parties or events
- gardening education programs
- professional working spaces for when the work from home situation is difficult
- small business incubator space
- features artwork and local artists/local artists of different cultures
- a quiet place to read, study, or work that's outside the home. I live with four other people,
and a quiet atmosphere is precious!
- many art programs have been taken out of schools so, include a place for arts education
for all ages.
Easy access (materials):
- lockers to pick up holds and after hour access
- adequate parking
- stroller parking
- drive up and drive through book drop off and pick up for parents and seniors on the go
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Comparisons
Sno-Isle Libraries encompasses 21 libraries across Snohomish and Island counties and serve
a collective population of 770,000 and growing (source: 2019 US Census Bureau and Sno-Isle
Libraries Capital Facilities Plan 2016-2025). Library customers visit libraries for several
reasons: borrowing books, using technology like computers or network connectivity, attending
programs for children, teenagers and adults, searching for jobs and using the library’s free
community spaces to study, collaborate, gather and meet.
In 2016, Sno-Isle Libraries documented existing use and growing demands for their libraries in
the Sno-Isle Libraries Capital Facilities Plan 2016-2025. The Capital Facilities Plan addresses
how Sno-Isle Libraries will meet anticipated capital facilities needs across the library district
from 2016 to 2025 and was based on library data collected from the 21 libraries and public
input from 2 surveys.
Out of the 21 libraries in the Sno-Isle system, 4 libraries are identified as peer libraries for the
sake of this report. Peer libraries include libraries that are in neighboring or adjacent
communities to Lake Stevens, serve a similar demographic, and/or were identified in public
survey as libraries that Lake Stevens residents visit in place of the Lake Stevens Library.
These libraries include Monroe Library, Mukilteo Library, Granite Falls and Snohomish Library.
The Capital Facilities Plan included data about each library including size, population served,
growth projected, etc. In addition to the data in the Capital Facilities Plan, Sno-Isle Libraries
provided additional data including monthly visits and circulation volumes for the sake of this
report.
Compared against its peer libraries, the Lake Stevens community (based on Capital Facilities
Plan population projections for 2025) demonstrates a significant demand for a larger facility.
Of the 5 libraries (the current Lake Stevens Library and the 4 identified peer libraries), the
current Lake Stevens library has 2nd largest service population for the smallest building area.
Additionally, the four peer libraries trend together when population is plotted against building
size and annual circulation of collection materials. Lake Stevens is an outlier with population
to annual circulation ratio far below that of the peer libraries. This suggestion that while
libraries’ circulation is closely linked with population size, Lake Stevens library deviates greatly
from the trend; the circulation of materials in Lake Stevens is far below that of comparably
sized populations, and this is likely linked to the inadequate size of the current Lake Stevens
Library. In other words, the small size of the current Lake Stevens library hinders its
community from accessing and using library collection materials.
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Figure 1. Population vs. Size (sf)

Figure 2. Population vs. Annual Circulation
Another metric identified by the Capital Facilities Plan is PPI Serviced, or number of people
serviced per square foot of library building area (as a metric of population density). PPI
Serviced numbers were provided for the current facilities for years 2016 and 2025. The
average PPI Serviced numbers for all 21 Sno-Isle Libraries are 5 (2016) and 6 (2025). The
numbers for the peer libraries are lower than the average. Lake Stevens the highest PPI
Serviced Ratio for 2016 and 2025 for all peer libraries at 16.6 and 19.1 respectively and is
second only to the Mill Creek Community Library when assessing all Sno-Isle Libraries.
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Figure 3. Population Serviced per SF vs. Size of Library
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Space Needs
We recommend a range of space for the new library to be between 14,500 and 17,700 square feet.
This area is further defined in the Space Needs Tables located at the end of this report.
Creative, modular, flexible solutions were identified as a strong desire for the new library and
became the organizing structure for the Sno-Isle Lake Stevens Library Space Needs Assessment.
In order to respond to the multitude of community needs and provide a cost-effective, space
savings approach, multi-use building spaces were identified for the entire building. These highly
versatile spaces will allow the same room to be used throughout the day in a variety of ways and by
different groups of people. The multi-use spaces comprising the building have been defined as:
The Hearth Room - A Multi-Use Public Meeting, Group Creative Space for all ages and
Reading Room
12-13% of the total gross building area (1,900 – 2,120 SF)
This space is a feature space for the library that has numerous functions and can be used
throughout the day for different purposes. This is a large multi-purpose room and includes a
kitchen, storage rooms for furniture, and activity storage. This room would be used for large group
meetings and creative art, craft, maker, or cooking programs for children, teens and adults, storytime, and other library events. This multipurpose meeting room will be available to the public to
reserve at no cost. The public meeting room will have sliding glass doors; during very large events
these glass doors can be opened up to main area of the library for overflow space, and possibly
opened up to an outside covered space. When the room is not in use by groups or for collaborative
activities it could be changed into a quiet reading room. This public meeting room might also have a
fireplace that could be a focus for the room when adapted into a cozy place to read or study. It is
essential that the design of this multipurpose room include flexible storage, furniture and partition
considerations.
Small Meeting Rooms
3-4% (485 – 670 SF)
Small Meeting Rooms and mobile pods for Small Group Collaborative Work, Individual Study or
Quiet Rooms. These spaces would be used for small group meetings, collaborative spaces to
design and build creative projects, tutoring spaces or research rooms.
Children's Area and Collections
14-18% of the total gross building area (2,090 – 3,100 SF)
Another highlight of the new library would be the Children's Area and Collections space. This area
will include creative and fun ‘play and learning’ elements for kids, adult and kid sized furniture and
short mobile stacks. This area will be large enough to easily accommodate 100 people (adults and
children).
Collections, Reading and Work Areas
17% of the total gross building area (2,500 – 3,000 SF)
This portion of the library will contain the browseable book, DVD and CD collections and
comfortable spaces for reading and visits, Internet-wifi will be provided in this area for people to
bring and use their own devices. This area will also have the ability to open up to outdoor reading
and work spaces.
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Teen Space and Collections
6% of the total gross building area (800 – 1,000 SF)
In addition to teen focused collections, this space will also have internet-wifi available with flexible
seating and table space for teens to bring and use their own devices.
Library Service Hub
15-16% of the total gross building area (2,275 – 2,600 SF)
This area will have an information desk or modular service points for checking out computers,
supporting students, assisting with research projects and job search support, or for picking up
specific materials. The hub would also contain a sizeable computer area with internet-wifi and a
copy area with a printer and scanner.
Lobby
8-9% of the total gross building area (1,250 – 1,475 SF)
This spaces includes the main entry and lobby, restrooms, display space as well as a space for the
Friends of the Library to facilitate book sales.
Staff and Library Support Space
12-13% of the total gross building area (1,900 – 2,200 SF)
This area includes space for back of house library functions that are separate from public library
areas. This space will have exterior access for daily deliveries and the book drop. The majority of
this space will be an open processing space and office area with work spaces and desks.
Building Support Space
8-9% of the total gross building area (1,300 – 1,500 SF)
Building service space in the facility includes functional requirements for the operations of a building
including electrical, mechanical and server rooms.
When compared against the peer libraries, the new proposed Lake Stevens Library (an average of
14,500 and 17,700 square feet proposed building areas is plotted below), trends similarly
considering population (projected for 2025) vs building size.

Figure 4. Population vs. Size (sf)
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Shared Spaces
Three alternatives for building and site layout will be developed based on the Library Space Needs
and the City Space Needs. These three alternatives will each encompass a different sharing
scenario: minimum, moderate, and maximum. Based on conversations with the City and the
Library, three scenarios were developed that contemplate different approaches and all meet the
basic functional and operations requirements of each agency. Refer to the Shared Space Scenario
Table at the end of this report.
Minimum Sharing Scenario
The Library and City have separate buildings that don’t share any building area. The City and
Library will share all site elements including parking, utilities, site amenities, and stormwater
management.
Moderate Sharing Scenario
This scenario includes the City and Library sharing the public lobby and entry vestibule, a
breakroom and kitchen for both agency’s staff, two small meeting rooms available for use by City
Staff, Library Staff, or public use by Library patrons, and a catering kitchen that serves the town hall
and hearth room. This concept includes the Hearth Room and Townhall room as separate rooms
that share a kitchen space only and are not required to join together in one large room. The City
and Library will share all site elements including parking, utilities, site amenities, and stormwater
management.
Maximum Sharing Scenario
This scenario includes the City and Library sharing the public lobby and entry vestibule, a
breakroom and kitchen for both agency’s staff, one small meeting room available for use by City
Staff, Library Staff, or public use by Library patrons, and a catering kitchen that serves the town hall
and hearth room. This concept includes the Hearth Room and Townhall room as separate rooms
that are adjacent to each other and have the capability for the rooms to be joined into an extra-large
meeting space for either City or Library to use to facilitate very large events. The Hearth Room and
Townhall Room will share a common, movable partition wall and a kitchen space. In this scenario,
the Hearth Room and Town Hall room may each be reduced by 200-300 feet since there is the
ability to combine rooms for especially large events. The City and Library will share all site elements
including parking, utilities, site amenities, and stormwater management.
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Space Needs Tables

Sno‐Isle Library ‐ Lake Stevens Space Needs
Miller Hull/Studio 8x3

Sno‐Isle Library ‐ Lake Stevens
Space Needs Assessment

Gross Area Range

Possible Shared Building Spaces with City Hall
Entry Lobby and Support Spaces

1,250

1,475

1,905

2,120

485

670

2,090

3,105

2,500

3,000

800

1,000

2,275

2,595

1,900

2,200

1,300

1,500

14,505

17,665

Library Multi‐Use Building Spaces
Public Meeting, Group Creative Space for Children, Teens
and Adults and Reading Room
Small Meeting Rooms ‐ Small Group Collaborative Work,
Individual Study or Quiet Rooms
Children's Area and Collections
Collections, Reading and Work Areas
Teen Space and Collections
Library Service Hub
Staff spaces
Building Support

Total Space Need Range

3/9/2021

Sno‐Isle Library ‐ Lake Stevens Space Needs
Miller Hull/Studio 8x3

Sno‐Isle Library ‐ Lake Stevens
Space Needs Assessment

Exterior Spaces
A well maintained, interactive and usable outdoor space that can be converted for
event use.
Play and Learn space for children
Interactive and educational spaces that promote learning, engagement, and active play
Covered outdoor meeting space ‐ permanent or temporary shelter
Accomodates large events and story time
Landscape and public seating that honors all body types and abilities
Outdoor sink
Provide wifi, data, and electricity outside
Contact free curbside pickup
Pickup window or self‐service lockers
Covered exterior stroller parking and bike parking
Delivery access to workroom

3/9/2021

Sno‐Isle Library ‐ Lake Stevens
Miller Hull/Studio 8x3

Space Needs Assessment
Library and Building
Multi‐Use Building Spaces Support Spaces

Room Data Details, Library Services

Entry Lobby and Support
Spaces
Entry Lobby

Restrooms

Includes after hour pick‐up lockers
Flexible space for display and exhibit
Friend's of Library book sales
Gender neutral
Janitorial closet

Public Meeting, Group
Creative Space for
Children, Teens and Adults
and Reading Room
Large Public Meeting Room

Library programs and events (including class,
book groups and civic events) 150 people
Meeting Room can open up to the rest of the
library for very large meetings large events
(150 ‐500 people) and be able to be used all
day long.

Gross Area Range

1,250
620

1475
720

630

755

1,905

2,120

1275

1400

270
360

360
360

Also, adjacent exterior for indoor / outdoor
space
Reservable free community meeting space
‐access to room when the library is closed
Fireplace
Modular meeting room space (i.e. one large
room that can be separated into 2 smaller
rooms).
Kitchen
Storage Rooms

Storage room for furniture

Activity Room and
Collaborative work space

A flexible activity space for all ages that
accomodates up to 25 people.
Children’s and teen programs and events
(including storytimes, craft classes and
educational events)
‐with sink (available in kitchen)
Community spaces for collaborative project
spaces (8‐12)
Space and equipment to design and build
creative projects. Art classes.

3/9/2021

Storage Closets

Storage cabinets for children and teen's
programs

Reading Room for
Study/Quiet spaces

Useable space when no public meetings or
activities scheduled.
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Sno‐Isle Library ‐ Lake Stevens
Miller Hull/Studio 8x3
Library and Building
Multi‐Use Building Spaces Support Spaces

Room Data Details, Library Services

Small Meeting Rooms‐
Collaborative Work and
Study/Quiet Rooms
Collaborative work space

Small group space to design and build
creative projects

Study/Quiet spaces

Community spaces for small meetings (4‐6)
and tutoring rooms
1‐2 enclosed rooms and 2‐3 flexible study
pods
Research project rooms

Children's Area and
Collections
Children/Family learning
space

Accomodates 100 people (adults and
children)

Gross Area Range

485

670

180

365

305

305

2,090

3,105

2000

3000

90

105

2,500

3,000

‐specialized/age appropriate story time, 2
early learning storytime sessions daily, 4
days a week

Collections
Family restroom

‐play/learning elements in open space
‐digital storytime
‐exhibits
Shorter stacks that can be seen over
Adult and kid sized furniture
Children's toilet

Collections, Reading and
Work Areas
Collections

Browseable book, DVD and CD collections
(including collections in Spanish, Russian,
Korean and others)
‐flexibility built into the stacks for the future

Reading areas

Work area

Comfortable spaces for reading and visits,
accommodate 150 chairs
Internet‐Wifi, Flexible seating/table space for
people to bring and use their own devices.
Includes outdoor spaces where it is
comfortable to use wifi, including after hours
Ample storage

3/9/2021
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Sno‐Isle Library ‐ Lake Stevens
Miller Hull/Studio 8x3
Library and Building
Multi‐Use Building Spaces Support Spaces

Room Data Details, Library Services

Library Service Hub
Information Desk

Concierge station near entry and modular
service points

Gross Area Range
2,275

2,595

755

905

1,370

1510

150

180

800

1,000

800

1000

1,900

2,200

910

1,210

364
97
378
151

364
97
378
151

1,300
300

1,500
375

420
280
300

475
350
300

14,505

17,665

Support for students
Pickup of specific library materials (books,
DVDs, CDs)
Checking out laptops to customers
Computer area

Self check out
Access to computers
Internet/Wifi
Research, job search support or technology
assistance from library staff

Copy Area

Access to a printer/scanner

Storage

Ample room for furniture and items for
lending

Teen Space and Collections
Teen space

Internet‐Wifi, Flexible seating/table space for
teens to bring and use their own devices.

Collections
Work and reading areas

Staff spaces

Workroom

Access to deliveries‐ 1x a day, open
processing space, open office area with
shared and designated work spaces.

Bookdrop
‐access to bookdrop
Offices
2‐3 manager offices
Restroom
Break room
Phone and Wellness room

Building Support
Electrical
Mechanical
Server
Storage Room

Total Space Need Range

3/9/2021

Electrical/Generator
Server/IDF
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LSCC - CITY AND LIBRARY - SHARED SPACE SCENARIOS (BUILDING AREA)

Agency

Library

City

Room

Area (SF)

Hearth Room - Large Multi-use Meeting Room 1653

Town hall Room - Large Multi-use Meeting
Room

1995

Total Area
(SF)

Share

Notes

Share Kitchen Space

This is the Library's large multi-use meeting room, creative space, reading room with hearth. Includes a
flexible space that can accommodate large public meetings, activities space, creative space for children,
teens, and adults, and becomes a quiet reading room for library patrons when not programmed, storage
and kitchen space. This space should accommodate messy activities (such as painting, arts and crafts,
food service), provide durable finishes and be flexible with movable furniture and partitions. Reservable
at no cost to the public. Scenario 1: Reduce size of Hearth Room and Town Hall Room and allow the two
separate rooms to be adjacent/combined for maximum capacity events and share kitchen/coffee space
with City. Scenario 2: Share kitchen/coffee space only with City.

Share Kitchen Space

Library

Lobby and Entry Vestibule

890

Shared

City

Lobby, Entry Vestibule and Customer Service
Desk

1472

Shared

Library

Break Room

378

Shared

City

Break Room

788

Shared

Library

Small Meeting Rooms - Public

485

Partially shared

City

Small Meeting Rooms - Private

1503

Partially shared

Scenario 1: Max Sharing
Library and City to share multi-use meeting room kitchen and have capability to
join multi-use rooms, some small meeting room space, staff kitchen/breakroom
space, and lobby/entry space.
Scenario 2: Moderate Sharing
Library and City to share kitchen between separate multi-use meeting room space,
some small meeting rooms, staff kitchen/break room space, and lobby space.

Scenario 3: No Building Sharing
Share site utilities and amenities only.

The Miller Hull Partnership, LLP

This is the City's large multi-use meeting room shared by the City, Municipal Court, and Sewer District.
This large meeting room has three functions (City Council Meetings, Municipal Court, and Sewer District
Board Room). May be rented for business use by private citizens and organizations. Scenario 1: Reduce
size of Hearth Room and Town Hall Room and allow the two separate rooms to be adjacent/combined
for maximum capacity events and share kitchen/coffee space with City. Scenario 2: Share kitchen/coffee
space only with Library.
Includes space for Friends of Library book sales, display space and pickup-lockers. Library to confirm on
whether or not to retain Friends of Library space. Note: Library customer service desk to remain within
library space, not in lobby.
Includes Council Chambers/Municipal Court Customer Service Counter and Lobby and "Building Lobby",
Community Development Customer Service Counter and Lobby, Admin and Finance Customer Service
Counter and Lobby, and General City Hall Lobby.
Includes kitchenette. Recommend that both agencies share 500 SF kitchen and breakroom for
maximum space savings scenario.
Includes Breakroom and Coffee prep area. Recommend that both agencies share 500 SF kitchen and
breakroom for maximum space savings scenario.
Community spaces for 2 enclosed rooms for small meetings (6 people or less) and 2-3 mobile tutoring
rooms/study pods. For public use. Scenario 1: Library to retain open space for 2-3 mobile study pods
for Library use only, and share 2 enclosed small meeting rooms with City. Scenario 2: Library to retain
open space for 2-3 mobile study pods and one small meeting room for Library use only, and share 1
enclosed small meeting room with City. Note: Shared scenario 1 will will result in building area increase
for library.
(4) Small Conference rooms (4-6 pp). Intended use for staff. Scenario 1: City to retain 2 small
conference rooms for City use only, and share 2 enclosed small meeting rooms with Library. Scenario 2:
City to retain 3 small conference rooms for City use only, and share 1 enclosed small meeting rooms
with Library.
Total Building Area Savings (SF):

3648

SCENARIO 1 - MAX
Total Area
Total Area
shared
saved

615

420

SCENARIO 2 - MODERATE
Total Area
Total Area
shared
saved

315

1500

862

1500

862

1166

500

666

500

666

1988

662

662

331

331

1979

Note: All Scenarios Share
Parking (estimated 108 stalls per code/use/current SF estimate).
Site Utilities
Site Development/Landscape
Storm water Management
Co-located building spaces in Scenarios 1-2
Restrooms
Mechanical/Electrical/Server Space

SCENARIO 3 - NONE

120

2362

2610

3/8/2021

City and Library functions
in separate buildings. No
shared building space.
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Appendix
Sno-Isle Libraries Community Meeting Notes

Sno-Isle Libraries – Lake Stevens
Virtual Public Open House - Meeting Notes – 6:00pm February 4, 2021

1. What do you need or what does your family need from the new Lake Stevens library?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.
o.
p.
q.
r.

Printing
A place to meet and gather as a small group for study and school
Access to books
Ability to pick up and drop off books in old town
Easily accessible by food
Access to internet and computers
Small business spaces that can be closed off but have the ability to take
meetings
Easy to get in and out of while doing other activities around town
Outdoor space for gathering
Community meeting space
Internet access for students without wifi
book lockers for after-hours pickup option
Small and medium size libraries like Monroe has - multiple size rooms that
accommodate 2-4 ppl or 8-10 ppl
More meetings for ppl less than 10.
Barrier free design
Bigger children's area
Meeting space is very important - we are lacking in Lake Stevens overall. Designated
place for teen
Family bathrooms close to kids’ areas

2. How can a new Lake Stevens library help address these needs?
a. Tables with 4 chairs - lots of seating in case we can't accommodate closed

meeting
b. Guaranteeing services for all regardless of income or background
c. Offering services - would love makerspace specifically designed to get messy

and dirty without fine. Paint parties. Having space for people to create freely
without fear.
d. Making sure all spaces are flexible and can change in size - one big grand
meeting room that can be broken out
i. Space for hosting classes or parties or events - the Mill doesn't fulfill need
because of design restrictions (we need a space specifically designed
for kids and adults)
e. Thoughtful and efficient design with community input at various stages. This could
come in the form of virtual meetings with whiteboard access (WebEx) or IRL
stakeholder meetings in neighborhoods and senior housing. These should have
sticky note input options on printed designs. The meetings should be widely
advertised in local papers.
f. Library - Tot Time

g. Painting parties or painting classes - as mom of young kids - need opportunities to
get out of the house with kids for activities
h. Welcoming authors and speakers into a new meeting space, public lecture space, a
place for the community to gather and grow into being a larger city--these could
also be virtual, so technology that is not accessible or affordable to the average
person can make this possible
3. What role could the new Lake Stevens library provide in your community?
a. Community meeting and resource gathering place
b. Browsing a wide variety of material with varying points of view
c. Library is a community hub and not having one in our community is a

d.
e.
f.

g.

h.
i.
j.
k.

l.

m.

community issue - if people leave our community to go to another library, they
may also take their money to those other communities rather than spending
money within lake stevens (shopping/eating out, other things)
An Imaginative play area for children that also are not necessarily noise free that
allow children to learn/play with caregivers
I think the library can take a leadership role while being a meeting place for all,
offering free programming, being a safe place for school age kids.
Evening the playing field so that folks can get training in start-up small businesses
via the amazing programs you offer. Providing a safe place for kids to come when
mom and/or dad are stuck in traffic after school.
Centralized place of collaboration, celebration, to experience shared exposure to
new cultures and art, education. Can serve and educate to bring ppl together if it is
built correctly with equity in mind
A central hub for gathering, working, sharing, and learning via access to the
outstanding Sno-isle selection of books and other materials.
I think the library can take a leadership role while being a meeting place for all,
offering free programming, being a safe place for school age kids.
It could be the space that holds the heart of the community.
We used to live in Anacortes, in Anacortes had community room and gathering
room and toddler time a few times a week. It was a big enough room for adults with
kids. I'm still friends with people I've met at the library. The most important is a
community for secular gathering and community building. A place to build
community connection.
I would love to echo what Stephanie and Kari just said. The library is not just a
building for books but a hub for the city to learn, grow, and experience culture and
community
A hub for life-long learning, especially for those who are outside the normal
education modes - for example, home schooling and those who don’t go the college
route.

4. What value does a new library in Lake Stevens add?
a. Space
b. Supports free education and personal development for all.
c. Lake Stevens areas for BIPOC - library that is accessible and can aid those with low-

income or managing a tight budget. A mixing place for others to gather and mix
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d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.

m.
n.

o.
p.
q.

together, provide new access and ideas and value to people who may not be able to
afford it otherwise. Will enrich the lives of all
Personally, I would never live in a city without a library nearby! :)
How about a couple professional office spaces to provide for the times when work
from home atmosphere is difficult?
Exploration of different subjects. The experience of looking through books in person
really improves exploration of different subjects and authors.
Access to technology and education.
Community garden can be a great opportunity for community at large to come
together and to educate about where our food comes from
Exploration of different subjects. The experience of looking through books in person
really improves exploration of different subjects and authors.
Libraries are as important as all essential services.
Gardening education programs! If planting fruit trees they could help with people
who are food insecure.
Library is the pillar of the city. These ideas are fantastic but this is for a city of
38,000k people. If we put a $17M bond together it won't pass like it did the last
time. How much do we want to pay, we haven't heard anything from Sno-Isle on the
anticipated cost right now.
Professional working spaces for when the work from home situation is difficult
Having a new library in Lake Stevens says that our city values providing services to
the entire community. Not just serving the needs of a bedroom community or little
town.
investing into our community will pay for itself in the benefits to our community
small business incubator space!
I agree with having work spaces -- it will be valuable to students, as well.

5. As a “Third place” to go, places where people spend time between home (‘first’ place) and work
(‘second’ place) or school & home, what do you look for or prioritize in a Third place in Lake
Stevens?
a. Wifi, seating, being open during those "third place" transition times
b. Some place where I don’t' have to pay to play to get into - as someone who is

c.

d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
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watching their budget, a place that I can go where I don't have to buy something but
still have opportunity to mix and connect. No money barrier for entry.
As someone with lower income without a lot of access to things in their home or
work, a place where I can feel accepted, like I'm a part of something bigger than
myself. I'm Latina and very proud of my heritage - I want to go to a place where my
identify is reflected in the things around me as well as seeing other cultures.
Whether this is through the art on the walls, the staff, the events. A place of
learning, a place of love and safety and acceptance.
Quiet study space. Hobby meeting rooms.
A place where I feel like belong.
All weather gathering space
We mentioned a safe place for kids. Where else is a child surrounded by people who
can guide them in them the right direction and offer them support along the way.
Opportunity to reach out to stakeholders and partner with other community
organizations. We lower the cost by having community partnerships and taking the

time to build coalitions with the KIAWANIS, Allies for BIPOC, student groups,
businesses, seniors. We need to think beyond the traditional model of fundraising
and build coalitions and partnerships to share.

6. What features and spaces or programs would make you excited or inspired to come to the new
Lake Stevens library?
safe parking and lighting
arts - a chance to be creative and exposed to new ideas, concepts, and cultures
events, interior and exterior,
small business incubator space
comfortable place to sit and read
programs (speakers, music, cultural events, author readings, speakers, display)
gathering spaces (meeting spaces, study spaces)
well lit, walkable, bike access
equity driven
feature local artists
roomy and welcoming in all languages
local tribal art respecting indigenous land and history
collaboration
open space - park
bandshell for musical events
spaces for job fairs and teach-ins
outdoor covered spaces, charging stations
book locker for after hours
coffee shop
stroller parking
wellness room / mothers' room / gender neutral accessible restrooms
books

7. From this list we’ve just generated, what would be the top 3 priorities for the Lake Stevens
community?
a. When we're thinking about priorities, it is important for us to understand the

b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
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criteria we are using to assess. Out of all the many things, it's hard to pick the
three prioritizations since a lot of these can be grouped together and still
accomplished. Is there a way to group and prioritize?
Some of these are design elements and some are programming elements,
these must be separated. Need design and programming priorities.
resource books, fast internet, lots of art
1)Good selection of books, 2) Comfortable place to sit and read, 3) Equity driven
space to gather and develop community
1. printing, 2. gathering spaces, 3. comfortable place to sit and read.
1, building space, 2 target audience low income and children
Books are still incredibly important - need space for lots of physical books in
additional to electronic resources

h. I agree about the books being a huge priority. We need a BIG selection of books for

browsing. I absolutely could not agree more with that.
groupings of list:
meeting/gathering spaces
exterior spaces
children's space
collection/books
8. What does success look like for this Lake Stevens project?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Transparency of everything that is going on from design to costs
Lots of people coming to the library!
Foot traffic
always busy, all ages
We're always looking at decisions and priorities through the lens of diversity,
inclusion, equity and access.
f. Before the library is built - it means a lot of different community groups coming
together in support of a library. Varied community groups coming together before
we can have a new library in lake stevens. Outpouring of people - and passionate
during vote time.
g. Community groups that support project. Needs to be something everyone in
community is aware of. The more that people understand the library is more than
just a place to pick up books. Our community knowing all the things that Sno-isle
can offer and does to make a better place.
h. One community around the library
i. Getting community behind the idea--yes, the library is more than rows of books and
we need those other things the library offers. Exactly.
j. Community is more than rows of books - a lot of services to offer
k. This needs to be something that the city or Sno-Isle owns, from a financial
perspective. Individual builders and landowners shouldn't be profiting on the backs
of the taxpayers renting space from them.

9. Is there anything we missed talking about today or that you would like us to know about the new
Lake Stevens library?
1.
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Is there anything we missed talking about today or that you would like us to know
about the new Lake Stevens library?
a. It would be good to know where to go to find out what the major milestones
are that are coming up. What is the road map for getting to the library.. What
are the decisions? Community needs clear line of sight to ensure
community's voice is heard and involved.
b. Important that going forward we understand how much space we're talking
about. Is it 23,000 SF like Marysville and Snohomish, or is it 15,000 like
Mukilteo or like 2500 like we currently have? Rightsizing the building and
letting people know how much actual area the lot is - this information should
be public. The public needs to know size and real dollar figures so we can
right-size our expectations going forward.
c. More than public -- widely publicized through community planning.

d. Project Manager on this project. Are they going to be present at future meetings?
e. we need to know how the senior community members input will be solicited since
f.
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zoom is not accessible to many
What is the next step?

Sno-Isle Libraries – Lake Stevens
Virtual Public Open House - Meeting Notes – 10:00am February 9, 2021
1. What do you need or what does your family need from the new Lake Stevens library?
a. Somewhere where seniors can go who have limited or no internet access and
knowledge and have help. Counterspace for computers and people available
to help
b. exterior charging and wifi capabilities for after-hours use!
c. Something my family needs is a place where we can interact with members
of society that we don't often mix with - the elderly, people from different
socioeconomic statuses, how can the library be the heart of our community
and not just a transactional place for getting books and resources. We need a
welcoming space and places with casual community meeting spaces,
whether it is outdoors or indoors. Some very flexible spaces that are open to
the community without prior reservation or planning.
d. Book lockers for after-hours pick up!
e. Ample space and materials for browsing. The physical environment matters.
It’s a pleasure to spend time wandering between shelves. My family would
benefit from a larger building size and collection size.
f. Average age of Lake Stevens is 35. That means we have lots of kids! The
more services available to children, the better. I love the idea of a kids and
seniors’ events or read along. The transit being so nearby and ADA
accessible means that Seniors should feel welcome, too.
g. Drive up and drive through book drop off and pick up for parents and seniors
on the go. For anyone to drive
h. Yes, it would be very nice to not have to unstrap two kids from car seats!
i. Areas to spend time: nooks with comfortable seating, meeting rooms, tables
for students to study, perhaps a presentation/theater space.

2. How can a new Lake Stevens library help address these needs?
a. We don't need as many books as we used to since we use a lot of things digitally now.
b. Sno-Isle system has beautiful libraries - just take the best from each one. Monroe has
a wonderful library that isn't huge. Mukilteo has a beautiful library. The architects don't
need to go out and try to reinvent everything.
c. Monroe is big and beautiful!
d. As a biracial family we would like to have diverse resources available. In Sno-Isle
resources can be passed around but there are other way diversity can be included.
Would love to see rotating art feature that features local artists of different cultures to
introduce the community to different perspectives - I'd love to think about how we
increase diversity in the library space.
e. Lots of art!
f. Lots of art that showcases different ethnicities
g. Through its design and collaboration with the other partners: the city, sewer district,
etc. to create a welcoming space with multiple uses.
h. Yes! Helen, I agree opening the library space to rotating art or ethnic spotlights.
i. I know thousands of people who want the hard copy of books. I hate reading online.

j. Younger kids, in particular, really need hard copy books as well
k. I like a hard copy as well.
3. What role could the new Lake Stevens library provide in your community?
a. Library is centric to everything Lake Stevens is - I envision it as a an inclusive space.
Not a Taj Mahal. Age Diverse.
b. Place to meet.... for anything and everyone.
c. Agreed! Need an inclusive meeting place.
d. This whole covid situation has helped us to realize that our needs have changed.
Every child has a zoom book. I love reading - I can read digitally or a hard copy. We
can be more creative in our community by using the resources we have - we are too
big to add more. There are 13 libraries in our communities that are underutilized in our
schools - we should be using community center, district meeting office, school libraries
- let's be creative with resources that we have instead of building new space.
e. There aren’t many public spaces that are truly open to everyone. Especially indoor.
f. I agree with Mary, not a Taj Mahal. Something that reflects our town.
g. Library is a gathering place - we should not have people need to leave to other places.
We need a place where people can go and stay in Lake Stevens that is free, especially
considering one car families
h. A big space which can be divided into smaller spaces.
i. I think a physical library is very important, even in smaller communities, as both a
place to access resources and for people to gather. Libraries also provide important
social services that are needed in LS, so that people don’t need to leave town (and for
people who aren’t able to easily leave town!).
j. Yes! Lots of craft and art classes!
k. Places to meet in the community aren't free - the Mill the school board, you have to
pay for all of them and we don't have enough funds to teach and pay for meeting
space. I belong to a group that teacher students. These buildings are not free and are
a burden.
l. easy access parking
m. I was raised by a single mother and we would not have been to go to a library outside
of this town. If we decide not to a build a library in Lake Stevens, we'll be preventing a
lot of our community from using the resources of this library. There is a lot of research
that shows that libraries are community resilience educators and we need to think
about how libraries can be used for entire community.
n. I think it would also be useful to offer telecommuting space, a small cubical perhaps
that could be reserved hourly for those who aren't going into the office but who don't
have adequate space at home.
o. Each of our elementary, middle school and high school also each have beautiful
libraries in each school.
p. Concerned with taxing people unduly - this is for every solitary resident in our
community. Yes, we are reaching out and helping some people, but we're impacting
every family. Every single family will be taxed whether or not they use the library.
Libraries are important - however we are taxing people every household that will
impact everyone.
q. Yes, but due to safety concerns not everyone is allowed in those buildings.
r. Room for storage for the Friends of the Library where books and supplies can be
stored and sorted.
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4. What value does a new library in Lake Stevens add?
a. The library serves as an important role for young children being school ready. Beings
school ready is not just academical skills so can’t be taught digitally easily. Live, inperson services are important links for developing children.
b. It is a safe place. Does not to be palatial. Not like Snohomish with wasted space and
20' ceiling. Elderly, kids, teenagers. I can go in and sit down and no one will harass
me.
c. a place for everyone in the community to gather.
d. We are a rapidly growing community—primarily young families with children. A new
library can help address early (and ongoing) development and learning needs.
e. Yes. While still providing socialization for all members of our community
f. Can also provide some services residents might not have at home - online access,
printing, etc.
g. A new library can provide pride in the community and connectedness with a gathering
place for all.
h. A place where community members can access additional help navigating technology-especially in COVID times!--for free.
i. A new library would show the community there’s more than just Target to find
something to do with your family on a rainy day. This may sound flippant, but I see it
as a up-leveling in culture.
j. A library can offer free services for community members who need it - I understand we
pay for it. There are a lot of companies that offer services as a premium, but a library is
free to those who need it in my moment. It is paid through taxes, but available for all
and to those who need it.
k. It evens the playing field for everyone. Some don’t have wifi at home, this offers that to
them. Yes, a safe place! Plus, Sno-Isle offers free services to help small businesses
get started. About the taxes….first we need to go to as many sources outside of taxing
the citizens, businesses, service organizations, folks with deep pockets. Once we get
that started, then we turn to the citizens and ask for their support.
l. Not flippant. True. The library is a complement to the park on rainy days (and think
about how often our parks are used!)
5. As a “Third place” to go, places where people spend time between home (‘first’ place) and work
(‘second’ place) or school & home, what do you look for or prioritize in a Third place in Lake
Stevens?
a. An experience that cannot be gained at the first or second place. Interaction with
people outside of my immediate family, to the diverse community. Access to resources
that we have outside of our home with experiential hands on learning. Many others
have talked about safety, a safe welcoming place where any member of the
community can go.
b. A quiet place to read, study, or work that's outside the home. I live with four other
people, and a quiet atmosphere is precious!
c. A SAFE place. Where kids can go, alone, and where people can go if they need
information, like where we go to dry out, to report abuse, etc.
d. As an artist and small business owner who works from home, I need a place that is
visually stimulating for inspiration whether that is planting, or a beautiful interior and
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art, or book covers to draw inspiration from. Not another grey cinderblock building. A
place to go to be visually and educationally stimulated.
e. This speaks to my comment about shopping spaces. There are ample commercialbased third places in Lake Stevens. We are getting more and more outdoor third
places like parks. There are not enough civil, public or art-based hubs in our
community.
f. That point on abuse is critical! I work on combatting gender-based violence and
libraries are key infrastructure for reporting mechanisms.
6. What features and spaces or programs would make you excited or inspired to come to the new
Lake Stevens library?
a. Outdoor features to take advantage of our LONG summer days!
b. I think we've answered this question several times can you tell me what the tax is.
i.
Here's info on our budget and funding process: https://www.snoisle.org/budget-and-funding/
ii.
The operational levy covers Snohomish and Island counties, with the exception
of the cities of Everett and Woodway. Lynn - we can get you more details on
specifics after the meeting.
iii.
The tax rate questions: According to the 2021 Sno-Isle Budget Executive
Summary, the rate is $0.428/$1k of assessed value. It cannot be higher than
$0.50/$1k per state law. The 2021 rate is down from $0.44/$1k in 2020.
iv.
Question: When the Lake Stevens library was incorporated into the Sno-Isle
library system, we were told that the cost in taxes would be the same, but
actually we are taxed twice now and I don't understand it. So instead of
$300/year for library on our taxes it is $600.
c. I hope that the building will look more like the granite falls building than a modern
seattle building.
d. More programs for adults! Learn to paint, learn to knit, learn to write a book, etc.
e. Kid-specific spaces with hands on learning
f. A covered area outside might be helpful in winter.
g. Love that, Candace! Maybe around a fire pit?
h. Equity in programs - art programs.
i. A maker space for messy crafts.
j. Language learning! What if four people came together to learn a language and
practiced around the table?
k. More multigenerational learning and programs and events
l. Opportunities to volunteer either for the library (youth or adults) or to volunteer to share
skills.
m. Public spaces for book clubs to meet
n. I agree that space for programs is critical!
7. From this list we’ve just generated, what would be the top 3 priorities for the Lake Stevens
community?
a.
b.
c.
d.
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Library Space, Community space, outdoor space
The overall theme seems to be dedicated community space is the number one.
technology stations, welcoming reading areas, "to go" area
Flexible community gathering space and equity/inclusion in programming/design

e. I think most people want a new library, but we don't want to be taxed out of Lake
Stevens
f. I agree with community and inclusion as priorities, also social services that libraries
provide
g. Community gathering, presentation/theater space
h. But the city IS growing. I like multi-generational, sharing for all ages, learning
languages, etc.
i. Many art programs have been taken out of schools. So, a place for arts education for
all ages.
8. What does success look like for this Lake Stevens project?
a. I building that is designed for all ages. With barrier free design.
b. Success is most of the town showing up for the ribbon cutting.
c. Many hands made it happen. The community came together and recognized that we’re
all in this together.
d. Success is people seeing their voice and input in the final product.
e. Making a lasting impact on the community.
f. In Lake Stevens we just revitalized downtown, we're concerned about opening up
more space for children when the spaces we're already paying for are not accessible.
This is the 3rd or 4th year and it hasn't passed. At what point will the community
realize that we aren't ready for or want to pay for a library.
9. Is there anything we missed talking about today or that you would like us to know about the new
Lake Stevens library?
a. I personally think it would be amazing to see the new library by the Mill and have the
outdoor reading space by the lake, where a lot of the gatherings are.
b. Agreed. Ideally, I would like to see a new library located near to where it is now.
c. The pandemic has highlighted isolation for a lot of people and it seems strange to plan
for a library when a lot of community resources aren't open right now. However, the
planning for a library is long term and a library won't be built immediately. There are
very diverse needs that the library is meeting. There are hotspots and laptops flying off
the shelf at the library. Can someone provide a timeline so we can understand what is
happening?
d. A new building will take a long time to build; ideally, it will be finished by the time the
pandemic ends.
e. I really hope that Sno-Isle will really listen... voters have said so many times
throughout the years that we do not want a huge library and we can't pay for it.
f. The city is growing and changing rapidly and desire for a community space / library
might be very different from even a year ago.
g. A lot of people are concerned about the library not passing - but the community is
growing. A lot of this growth is by 99th and market. There are lots of schools and
children and seniors living in this area. People are not happy that we keep asking for a
library
h. We need to look into more grants.
i. Absolutely! Grants are crucial. I believe pursuit of grants is one of the reasons the
mayor is now full-time.
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j.
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The library has been voted down twice. This is the time to think out of the box from
previous years and be completely cost conscious, especially when our property taxes
are raising yet again.

